
Vacation Research Scholarships: 
Information Technology, Engineering 
and the Environment 
Are you an undergraduate student curious about research? Do you want to find out whether doing research in 

your field of study is your future career direction?  

If you are in your second, third or honours year and have a strong academic record, a Vacation Research 
Scholarship may be for you. 

The aims of the vacation research scholarship are to: 

• encourage outstanding UniSA students who may be interested in exploring or wish to pursue a higher 
degree by research  

• provide the platform to learn about the principles and practices of undertaking research  
• stimulate students’ interest in research and to interact with students and staff who are actively involved 

in research  
• gauge the research aptitude of the successful applicants. 

These scholarships give you the opportunity to earn $300 a week undertaking research for up to 8 weeks with 

experienced researchers, usually between November and February, in a recognised research institute or centre 
within the University. The scholarships are offered annually, and applications close 16 September 2016 

Click on the discipline areas below to view the different Vacation Research projects available in 2016-2017 in the Division 
of Information Technology, Engineering and the Environment 

Further 

information 
For more information about the scholarships and how to apply click here. 

You must contact the project supervisor to discuss the project prior to submitting your application. The 

project supervisor is required to provide a supporting statement and approve your application. 

Applications will not be accepted without the approval of the project supervisor. 

Completed application forms are to be submitted electronically to the office of the Dean of Research, 

research.itee@unisa.edu.au  
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Microfluidics, solvent extraction 

Project title Project description 

Enhanced stabilisation of fluid 
streams in microfluidic devices 

Project summary: Miniaturised fluidics is an exciting field of 
technology that has dramatically improved the way we handle 
chemical and biological materials. Rapid and efficient processing 
of small volumes of sample is possible on ‘lab-on-a-chip’ devices 
and this is already being applied to point-of-care medicine and 
cutting-edge analytical chemistry, with outstanding opportunities 
emerging for use in higher throughput industries.  
This project will address key issues of fluid stream stabilisation 
within microfluidic devices to unlock new applications for industry. 
This project will look at various aspects of fluid dynamics inside 
microfluidic devices, including the role of so-called ‘guide 
structures’, channel junctions, and flow conditions. Focusing on 
several fundamental questions regarding microfluidic flow stability, 
this project will build on our pioneering work with miniaturised 
fluidic systems to achieve fast, efficient, and safe solvent 
extraction of valuable metals. 
 
Contact person and details: Craig Priest, Tel: +61 8 8302 5146,  
Email craig.priest@unisa.edu.au 

Spectroscopic studies using the 
micropillar cuvette 

Project summary: Microfluidic devices have transformed 
traditional chemical and biological analyses into portable, 
miniaturised, chip-based detection; however, many require 
complex and expensive equipment for their operation. This work 
will build on a new type of spectroscopy cuvette, designed in our 
laboratory, which is portable and simple to use with miniaturised 
spectroscopy equipment. The cuvette uses microscale wicking to 
control nanolitre sample volumes and precisely define the cuvette 
path length. The target analyte may vary throughout this work to 
understand fundamental and applied aspects of the application of 
the cuvette. 
 
Contact person and details: Craig Priest, 
craig.priest@unisa.edu.au Tel: +61 8 8302 5146 

Electrically conductive 
elastomeric composites 

Project summary: This project aims to develop electrically 
conductive, mechanically robust, cost-effective elastomeric 
composites, by exploring new processing methods and studying 
the synergy between graphene sheets and multi-walled carbon 
nanotubes. In collaboration with an Australian manufacturing 
partner, the composites will be specifically designed, researched 
and manufactured to suit the fabrication of rolling-resistance 
sensors that detect early-stage malfunctioning idler rolls. This 
technology could play a key role in preventing the breakage of 
conveyor belts which are essential to the mining, processing and 
transportation of loose bulk materials. 
 
Contact person and details: Jun Ma,    
 Jun.Ma@unisa.edu.au Tel: 83025117, 

Measurement of wind flow in 
vineyards using UAVs 

Project summary: Variability in vineyard micro-climate produces 
variability in grape quality and production, which strongly 
influences economic risk for a number of Australian wine growing 
regions. There is a particularly strong relationship between 
grapevine yield, wine quality and extreme weather. This project 
will contribute to the measurement of real time monitoring of 
vineyard environments at unprecedented levels of accuracy and 
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resolution. Using a combination of sensors located around the 
vineyard and onboard an unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) the 
variation in sound speed of signals propagating between these 
multiple sensors is observed. Using a technique known as 
tomography (which is commonly used in medicine, archaeology 
and remote sensing to generate high resolution 3D visualisations 
of observed media) vineyard temperature and wind velocity 
profiles are computed in 3D up to a height of 500m. This enables 
tailored, precise and much more cost-effective responses to the 
effects of extreme weather, potentially at the level of individual 
vines. Growers will also be able to monitor and visualise where 
airflow from devices such as frost fans travels relative to 
topography and vine direction 
 
Contact person and details: Professor Anthony Finn 
anthony.finn@unisa.edu.au Tel: (08) 8302-5703 

Development of a dragonfly inspired 
micro air vehicle (DI-MAV) 

Project keyword(s)*: Bio-inspired; Aerospace; Micro Air Vehicles; 
Unmanned Aerial Vehicles; Drones 

Project summary: This project will apply mechanical and 
mechatronic engineering principles to the problem of replicating 
dragonfly flight on a micro air vehicle (MAV) platform. The 
objective is the development of a 80gram MAV capable of efficient 
hover, glide, as well as performing complex manoeuvres. 
Students will be working as part of the UniSA aerial robotics 
teams and be expected to liaise with industry partners including 
the Australian Defence Science and Technology Group (DSTG). 

Through the course of the summer, students will be expected to 
make modifications to an existing concept, have it manufactured 
and implemented on a real world MAV system. They will have to 
apply critical thinking skills to the design and manufacture of such 
a platform as well as evaluation of its performance. Students with 
electronics skills will be required to operate and test the platform. 

This project is part of an international collaboration between the 
DSTG, UniSA, Nanyang Technological University in Singapore 
and Delft University in the Netherlands. Additional merit will be 
awarded to students who perform well in the form of written 
references, as well as an extended casual research contract. 

Contact person and details: Professor. Javaan Chahl 
email Javaan.Chahl@unisa.edu.au  Tel: +61 8 830 26803 

EO/IR remote sensing of 
vineyards 

Project summary:  This project will make use of a UAV that 
carries an electro-optic and infra-red camera capable of high 
resolution thermal imagery. The aim will be to fly the UAVs and 
calibrate the onboard payloads against ground, canopy and fruit 
temperature data, all of which will be fused with the 
tomographically-derived atmospheric data. This permits real time 
detection and monitoring of the micro-climates in and around the 
vineyard.  
 
Contact person and details:  Professor Anthony Finn 
anthony.finn@unisa.edu.au  Tel: (08) 8302-5703 

Simultaneous air-sea Project summary:  Sea water is largely opaque to radio waves, 
which means there are few, if any, techniques for remotely 
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tomography sensing the ocean and atmosphere concurrently. However, both 
media are transparent to low frequency sound, which makes it 
possible for systems to take advantage of acoustic signals 
propagating through both media. This project will examine the 
feasibility of a method that exploits the natural signature of a 
propeller-driven unmanned aerial vehicle as it overflies an array of 
surface and sub-sea sensors. The exact travel time of detected 
rays are related to a model of the constituent terms of sound 
speed. These observations are then converted to determine the 
temperature, wind and current structures of both regions. The 
technique can be thought of as ‘performing an MRI’ on the air and 
the ocean. If feasible, such a technique will allow inspection of the 
variability and interaction of internal waves and other mixing 
processes between these two important environments: 
interchanges that are of immense interest to meteorologists, 
climatologists, and oceanographers. 
 
Contact person and details:  Professor Anthony Finn 
anthony.finn@unisa.edu.au Tel: (08) 8302-5703 

Mono-wing micro air vehicle 
control 

Project summary:  The aim of this project is to model and 
examine the flight mechanics of a mono-wing micro air vehicle 
based on the biology of samara seeds. When samara fall from 
their host trees the offset between the gravity vector—which acts 
at the seed’s centre of mass—and the resultant drag force on its 
wing creates a yawing moment. This moment spins the seed, 
causing it to travel further through the air than would otherwise be 
the case. The student will develop software model a robotic micro 
air vehicle (MAV) that can exercise limited control authority over 
its descent. The project, which is part of a larger research 
program, will allow more optimal deployment of sensor packages 
carried by the mono-wing MAV when deployed from a host UAV. 
 
Contact person and details:  Professor Anthony Finn 
anthony.finn@unisa.edu.au  Tel: (08) 8302-5703 

How do pathogens respond to 
patterned surfaces? 

Project summary:  The prevalence and impact of infections from 
microbes is slowly creeping into publics’ mind. The increased 
media coverage is due to the realization that the excessive use of 
antibiotics and antifungals in humans and life-stock alike is 
curbing the rate at which so called “super-bugs” are developing. 
There is no known cure for these super-bugs; potentially throwing 
us back into a “pre-antibiotic” age where minute infections could 
be deadly.  
 
For this reason it is of importance to study the pathogens under 
controlled conditions to find their weak spots which then can be 
then explored for novel avenues to fight them. Our group focuses 
on the immobilization of antibiotic drugs onto surfaces which have 
been activated using plasma polymerization; aiming at preventing 
pathogens from growing on these surfaces.  
 
For a better understanding we require to comprehend how 
pathogens behave when they are confronted with a patterned 
surface. These patterns are alternating areas of treated and 
untreated coatings; denying and allowing growth respectively. 
How will the pathogens react to this type of chemical 
confinement? For this to find out, the students’ field of research 
will be the production of these coatings, their characterization and 
microbiological testing. 
 
Contact person and details: Dr. Thomas D. Michl 
thomas.michl@unisa.edu.au Tel:  041 453 24 24  
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Bio-inspired machine learning 
and intelligence 

 

Project Summary: The goal of this project is to use insights from 
computational neuroscience to design bio-inspired machine 
learning algorithms and devices. This project will potentially 
contribute to future technologies, as well as "neural engineering" 
techniques for enabling direct communication between neurons in 
the brain and external electronics, such as "bionic eyes" and 
brain-machine interfaces. 
 
Contact person and details: Ass/Professor Mark McDonnell  

 ; ; URL Mark.McDonnell@unisa.edu.au
  http://people.unisa.edu.au/Mark.McDonnell

360 Degree Cameras: Image 
Analysis Algorithms 

 

Project Summary: This project is to conduct research into 
computer vision based on spherical cameras mounted on a 
moving platform, such as an aircraft or ground vehicle. One 
example of a platform coupled with a 360 degree camera is the 
Google street-view car.  
 
Contact person and details: Dr Victor Stamatescu 
E  ; URL Victor.Stamatescu@unisa.edu.au

  http://people.unisa.edu.au/Victor.Stamatescu

Adaptive Free-Space Optical 
Communications 

 

Project Summary: Over the last few decades the uptake of FSO 
transmission has been limited by attenuation due to cloud and fog, 
plus scintillation fading cause by small variations in the refractive 
index of the atmosphere.  ITR has shown, both in theory and 
practice, that channel coding methods are able to address the 
fading issues and provide reliable and high-speed communication 
channels.  Recently our institute has started research into 
adaptive transmission methods for FSO communications.  
Adaptive methods have been used very successfully in fading RF 
channels for many years, but so far there has been little use of 
this approach in optical communications.  Our initial investigations 
indicate that significant performance gains are possible in FSO 
links.  Research in this area will develop these adaptive 
techniques, including dealing with practical issues such as the 
need for rapid synchronisation and the power and bandwidth 
limitations of real transducers. 
 
Contact person and details: Professor Bill Cowley 
E  ; T 8302 3858; URL Bill.Cowley@unisa.edu.au

 http://people.unisa.edu.au/Bill.Cowley

Adaptive streaming with delay-
constraints 

 

Project Summary: In streaming data over wireless channels with 
delay constraints, the instantaneous performance is subject to 
fluctuations of system states such as the queuing traffic and 
channel realization. The streaming performance can be improved 
by adapting the transmission rate with the instantaneous system 
states. The project focuses on designing and analysing a new 
coding scheme, namely rate-varying code that is suitable for 
adaptive streaming. 
 
Contact person and details: Dr Khoa Nguyen 
E ; T 8302 3362; URL Dang.Nguyen@unisa.edu.au

 http://people.unisa.edu.au/Dang.Nguyen

Agile Model-Driven Visualisation 
of Big Data 

 

Project Summary: This project will investigate a new paradigm, 
agile visualisation (http://agilevisualization.com/) in combination 
with Model Driven Engineering (MDE) to provide increased 
flexibility to develop personalised visualisation and develop design 
guidelines to help the end user to identify the optimal visualisation 
by supporting the whole life cycle of visual analytics. 
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Contact person and details: Dr Georg Grossmann 
E  ; T 8302 3194; URL Georg.Grossmann@unisa.edu.au

  http://people.unisa.edu.au/Georg.Grossmann

Analytical methods for detection 
of social media manipulation 

 

Project Summary: The project aims to identify 'astroturfers' who 
covertly post under multiple identities and 'shill' posters who post 
without disclosing their financial or political interests. The tools will 
include forensic linguistics methods and metadata analysis, and 
will be applied to different social media types.  
 
Contact person and details: Associate Professor Helen Ashman 
E ; T 8302 5335; URL  Helen.Ashman@unisa.edu.au

 http://people.unisa.edu.au/Helen.Ashman

Anti-Mobile Malware, Mobile 
Security Including Money 
Honeypot, VoIP Security and 
Interception, Critical Information 
Infrastructure Protection, Anti-
Phishing/Spam, Cryptographic 
Protocols and Information 
Security Risk Management 
Framework and Standards 

 

Project Summary: Cyber threats are increasingly important and 
strategically relevant in developed economies, and cyber security 
has been identified as one of the highest-priority items on the 
global policy and national security agendas, and an increasingly 
challenging policy area for governments (including the Australian 
Government). Cyber security is a highly specialised and 
interdisciplinary field, which requires a deep understanding of the 
underlying technical and social aspects, intimate knowledge of 
temporal trends – historical, recent and emerging trends, etc. For 
example, what are the challenges and implications of emerging 
technologies such as cloud computing, IPv6 and Voice over IP 
(VoIP) for governments and other key stakeholders; and what ICT 
are needed to protect and secure our critical infrastructure sectors 
from cyber criminals? 
 
Contact person and details: Dr Ben Martini 
E ; T 8302 5688; URL Ben.Martini@unisa.edu.au

 http://people.unisa.edu.au/Ben.Martini

Augmented Reality Intelligent 
Tutoring Systems 

 

Project Summary: The research aims to develop a platform for 
building Intelligent Training Systems (ITS) using Augmented 
Reality (AR) for improving training on spatial tasks (eg machine 
maintenance, object assembly, etc).  
 
Contact person and details: Professor Mark Billinghurst 
E  ; T 8302 3747; URL Mark.Billinghurst@unisa.edu.au

 http://people.unisa.edu.au/Mark.Billinghurst

Augmented Reality 
Teleconferencing 

 

Project Summary: The goal of this project is to explore how 
Augmented Reality technology can be used to enhance remote 
collaboration and teleconferencing, particularly for remote expert 
assistance in industry.  
 
Contact person and details: Professor Mark Billinghurst 
E  ; T 8302 3747; URL Mark.Billinghurst@unisa.edu.au

 http://people.unisa.edu.au/Mark.Billinghurst

Automatic labelling of tweets in 
civil unrest prediction 

 

Project Summary: Twitter data is considered as an important 
open source when predicting civil unrest events. The objective of 
this project is to design and implement either unsupervised or 
semi-supervised approaches, so as to label tweets automatically. 
 
Contact person and details: Professor Jiuyong Li 
E  ; T 8302 3898; URL Jiuyong.Li@unisa.edu.au

 http://people.unisa.edu.au/Jiuyong.Li

Big Data in Cloud Storage Project Summary: In the era of Big Data, data storage systems 
storing massive amounts of data have become an indispensable 
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 component of modern networks, cloud computing and network 
applications. In a distributed storage system (DSS), data is stored 
across multiple data centres to increase reliability against faults 
and failures of any individual data centre. We must ensure that 
any eavesdroppers should reveal no information about the data 
stored in the data centre and that the system can still repair itself 
in case of failure even when there are malicious adversaries 
tampering or jamming the network. This project will focus on 
deriving fundamental limits as well as practical coding schemes 
that are efficient, robust and secure. 
 
Contact person and details: Associate Professor Terence Chan 
E  ; T 8302 3875; URL Terence.Chan@unisa.edu.au

 http://people.unisa.edu.au/Terence.Chan

Biometrics and Statistics Project Summary: Projects are available in: Design and analysis 
of experiments run under controlled conditions ; Mixed model 
analysis of multitiered and longitudinal experiments ; 
Randomization analysis for multitiered experiments ; and The 
design and structure of multitiered experiments. 
 
Contact person and details: Professor Stan Miklavcic 
E  ; T 8302 3788; URL Stan.Miklavcic@unisa.edu.au

 http://people.unisa.edu.au/Stan.Miklavcic

Business Process Management 
for the Internet of Things 

 

Project Summary: Within the last few years, business process 
management has evolved from the abstract handling of software 
applications involving users in front of screens that are separated 
from real world events to the provision of dynamic, interoperating 
services that are directly linked to each other in vast, planet-
spanning process networks. In addition, emerging network-
enabled smart device standards have led to the so-called “Internet 
of Things” (IoT) which allows software systems to remotely access 
and control devices. This has triggered the call for business 
process modelling techniques to catch up.  
 
Contact person and details: Professor Markus Stumptner 
E  ; T 8302 3965; URL Markus.Stumptner@unisa.edu.au

 http://people.unisa.edu.au/Markus.Stumptner

Cloud privacy enhancing and/or 
cryptography 

 

Project Summary: To address emerging security and privacy 
challenges of the cloud infrastructure, and its applications and 
services, students will be part of an exciting team to design 
solutions to mitigate malicious attacks by trusted users (e.g. cloud 
employees) and ensure the security and privacy of user data. 
 
Contact person and details: Dr Ben Martini 
E ; T 8302 5688; URL Ben.Martini@unisa.edu.au

 http://people.unisa.edu.au/Ben.Martini

Cloud security  

 

Project Summary: To address emerging security and privacy 
challenges of the cloud infrastructure, and its applications and 
services, students will be part of an exciting team to design 
solutions to mitigate malicious attacks by trusted users (e.g. cloud 
employees) and ensure the security and privacy of user data. 
 
Contact person and details: Dr Ben Martini 
E ; T 8302 5688; URL Ben.Martini@unisa.edu.au

 http://people.unisa.edu.au/Ben.Martini

Coding and Signal Processing 
For Future Fibre-Optical 

Project Summary: The aim of this project is to answer questions 
concerning data transmission over optical channels.  The project 
will develop the mathematical tools required for analysis of optical 
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Communications 

 

channels and develop new coding and modulation techniques for 
optical communications. 
 
Contact person and details: Associate Professor Terence Chan 
E  ; T 8302 3875; URL Terence.Chan@unisa.edu.au

 http://people.unisa.edu.au/Terence.Chan

Co-Evolution of Linked Lexical 
Resources 

 

Project Summary: This project will investigate means of (semi-
)automatically updating a shared lexicon as the result of changes 
to different knowledge-sources in an NLU application.  
 
Contact person and details: Professor Markus Stumptner 
E  ; T 8302 3965; URL Markus.Stumptner@unisa.edu.au

 http://people.unisa.edu.au/Markus.Stumptner

Collaborative Web search 
(social search) 

 

Project Summary: This project explores the characteristics of the 
collaboration between searchers, and among searchers, platforms 
(e.g. social media) and resources available. 
 
Contact person and details: Dr Tina Du 
E ; T 8302 3381; URL Tina.Du@unisa.edu.au

 http://people.unisa.edu.au/Tina.Du

Comparative Evaluation of 
Natural Language Parsers 

Project summary:  This project will produce a comparative 
evaluation of the currently available Natural Language Parsers, 
including both older parsers and those newly released. The 
project includes the design and execution of a systematic 
evaluation performed on common test corpora. The comparison 
will form the basis for the comparison of the Natural Language 
Understanding engine being developed within the Knowledge and 
Software Engineering Laboratory. 
 
Contact person and details: Dr Matt Selway 
E ; T 8302 5351; URL Matt.Selway@unisa.edu.au

 http://people.unisa.edu.au/Matt.Selway

Computational Biology and 
Bioinformatics 

Project Summary: Projects are available in: Mathematical 
modelling of bacterial metabolism ; and Sequencing error 
correction. 
 
Contact person and details: Professor Stan Miklavcic 
E  ; T 8302 3788; URL Stan.Miklavcic@unisa.edu.au

 http://people.unisa.edu.au/Stan.Miklavcic

Computer vision applications 
with unmanned vehicles 

 

Project Summary: This project investigates computer vision 
application on unmanned vehicles, such as robot assisted smart 
homecare with ambient sensors and object detection, recognition, 
and tracking on a UAV. 
 
Contact person and details: Dr Ivan Lee 
E ; T 8302 3051; URL Ivan.Lee@unisa.edu.au

 http://people.unisa.edu.au/Ivan.Lee

Configuration of Software 
Product Lines 

 

Project Summary: The goal of this project is to examine the 
modelling methods used for product configuration (a well-
established industrial application area) and examine what benefits 
they can provide for Software Product Line Engineering. 
 
Contact person and details: Professor Markus Stumptner 
E  ; T 8302 3965; URL Markus.Stumptner@unisa.edu.au

 http://people.unisa.edu.au/Markus.Stumptner
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Connecting to knowledge: 
Accessing information via the 
Internet by Indigenous 
communities 

 

Project Summary: This project investigates Indigenous People’s 
engagement with the Internet to meet every day needs and how 
the Indigenous Communities will benefit from the use of the 
Internet. 
 
Contact person and details: Dr Tina Du 
E ; T 8302 3381; URL Tina.Du@unisa.edu.au

 http://people.unisa.edu.au/Tina.Du

Content distribution using index 
coding and caching 

 

Project Summary: This project proposes to change the way we 
encode data, offering significant potential to improve the efficiency 
of the communications network and provide a 10-100 fold 
increase in speed. Research topics in this area include index 
coding, index coding over noise channels and distributed caching. 
 
Contact person and details: Associate Professor Gottfried 
Lechner 
E  ; T 8302 5189; URL Gottfried.Lechner@unisa.edu.au

 http://people.unisa.edu.au/Gottfried.Lechner

Darknet monitoring and/or 
analytics 

 

Project Summary: The scope of this project includes designing of 
tools to monitor, extract and analysis malicious DarkNet traffic. 
 
Contact person and details: Dr Ben Martini 
E ; T 8302 5688; URL Ben.Martini@unisa.edu.au

 http://people.unisa.edu.au/Ben.Martini

Deep Neural Networks for 
Anomaly Detection and Decision 
Making in Personal Budgeting 

 

Project Summary:  This project will investigate ways to use deep 
recurrent neural networks to predict future individual financial 
situations, and deep reinforcement learning methods to help 
individuals in their financial decision making.   
 
Contact person and details: Associate Professor Mark 
McDonnell 
E  ; T ; URL Mark.McDonnell@unisa.edu.au

 http://people.unisa.edu.au/Mark.McDonnell

Deep neural networks for human 
emotion recognition 

 

Project Summary: The aim of this project is to design software 
that learns to robustly recognise human emotions, by making use 
of a multiple types of sensor data, such as video, still images, and 
biometrics.  
 
Contact person and details: Professor Mark Billinghurst 
E  ; T 8302 3747; URL Mark.Billinghurst@unisa.edu.au

 http://people.unisa.edu.au/Mark.Billinghurst

Deep Neural Networks for Image 
Understanding 

 

Project Summary: The goal of this project is to investigate and 
design algorithms for improving machine learning for computer 
vision tasks, such as object recognition in photographs, and 
tracking of objects in video, using deep neural networks.   
 
Contact person and details: Associate Professor Mark 
McDonnell 
E  ; T ; URL Mark.McDonnell@unisa.edu.au

 http://people.unisa.edu.au/Mark.McDonnell

Deformable User Interfaces 

 

Project Summary: This project will investigate the use of smart 
materials including new physical prototypes and actuation 
technologies. 
 
Contact person and details: Dr Ross Smith 
E  ; T 8302 5551; URL ross.t.smith@unisa.edu.au
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Developing novel data mining 
techniques for mining 
educational data 

 

Project Summary: This project aims to develop data mining 
techniques for effectively identifying the factors that influence 
student academic performance and building better models to 
predict student learning outcomes. This project will develop new 
methods, such causal discovery approaches to tackle the 
educational data mining challenges.  
 
Contact person and details: Professor Jiuyong Li 
E  ; T 8302 3898; URL Jiuyong.Li@unisa.edu.au

 http://people.unisa.edu.au/Jiuyong.Li

Discovery and use of Twitter 
network structural features for 
civil unrest prediction 

 

Project Summary: This project will study the methods for 
extracting structural features in social networks for improving the 
prediction accuracy of civil unrest.  
 
Contact person and details: Professor Jiuyong Li 
E  ; T 8302 3898; URL Jiuyong.Li@unisa.edu.au

 http://people.unisa.edu.au/Jiuyong.Li

Distributed beamforming with 
SDRs 

 

Project Summary: Modern communication systems often include 
software defined radios (SDRs). SDRs not only allow flexibility in 
the selection and modification of communication standards but 
also open new possibilities. One aspect is cooperative 
communications where multiple radio cooperate in either receiving 
or transmitting a signal from/to a remove host. Critical aspects are 
the protocol between the radio and the remote host and 
synchronisation between the radios. The project requires 
knowledge in signal processing and communications as well as 
good knowledge of programming languages such as C++. 
 
Contact person and details: Associate Professor Gottfried 
Lechner 
E  ; T 8302 5189; URL Gottfried.Lechner@unisa.edu.au

 http://people.unisa.edu.au/Gottfried.Lechner

Distributed control and tracking  

 

Project Summary: Classical closed-loop control systems rely on 
having high-capacity links between the sensors, controller and 
actuators.  Meeting this requirement is challenging in distributed 
systems, especially in controlling over wireless channels. The 
communication requirements for distributed control, namely 
anytime transmission, were established by Anant Sahai in 2001. 
However, current practical anytime codes only partially meet these 
requirements. This project aims at investigating the impact of 
these limitations, and developing new communication and control 
strategies to address these issues.  
 
Contact person and details: Dr Khoa Nguyen 
E ; T 8302 3362; URL Dang.Nguyen@unisa.edu.au

 http://people.unisa.edu.au/Dang.Nguyen

Effective time series feature 
selection for civil unrest 
prediction using social media 
data 

 

Project Summary: The aim of the project is to select a subset of 
time series that are informative for the prediction the future civil 
unrest events.  
 
Contact person and details: Professor Jiuyong Li 
E  ; T 8302 3898; URL Jiuyong.Li@unisa.edu.au

 http://people.unisa.edu.au/Jiuyong.Li
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Efficient Causal Inference in Big 
Data 

 

Project Summary: The project will develop efficient and effective 
causal inference algorithms to deal with big data challenges for 
advancing big data mining techniques, and extend those new 
algorithms to discover genetic causes of cancer for improving 
biomedical discovery.  
 
Contact person and details: Dr Kui Yu 
E  ; URL Kui.Yu@unisa.edu.au  http://people.unisa.edu.au/Kui.Yu

Empathic Conferencing 

 

Project Summary: The goal of this project is to conduct research 
on how wearable computers can be used to capture and share 
emotional experiences.  
 
Contact person and details: Professor Mark Billinghurst 
E  ; T 8302 3747; URL Mark.Billinghurst@unisa.edu.au

 http://people.unisa.edu.au/Mark.Billinghurst

Evolving Knowledge Bases 
automatically through Natural 
Language Understanding 

 

Project Summary: This project will study the question of how 
additional knowledge can be learned from text and merged with 
an existing knowledge base, resulting in a process that can gain 
and retain competence in a real world context throughout years of 
use. 
 
Contact person and details: Professor Markus Stumptner 
E  ; T 8302 3965; URL Markus.Stumptner@unisa.edu.au

 http://people.unisa.edu.au/Markus.Stumptner

Face to Face Collaboration 
Using Hololens 

 

Project Summary: The project will involve developing an 
example Hololens application that will allow two people in the 
same room to view and interact with the same virtual content. In 
addition we will explore novel interaction methods such as using 
virtual cues to show where people are looking, and enabling users 
to see from each other viewpoints. 
 
Contact person and details: Professor Mark Billinghurst 
E  ; T 8302 3747; URL Mark.Billinghurst@unisa.edu.au

 http://people.unisa.edu.au/Mark.Billinghurst

Forensic Visualisation, Cloud 
Forensics, Big Data Forensics, 
Mobile and Anti-Mobile 
Forensics, Hard Disk Forensics, 
Multimedia Forensics, and 
Digital Forensic and Incident 
Response Standards  

 

Project Summary: Digital forensics (also known as forensic 
computing, computational forensics and computer forensics) is the 
discipline that is used for the acquisition and analysis of digital 
evidence. The use of digital forensics can be applied to any crime 
that involves a digital device capable of storing electronic/digital 
information (e.g. in murder investigations where computers, 
(smart) mobile devices and digital cameras were used). Given the 
increase in ICT in everyday life, digital forensics is increasingly 
being used in the courts in Australia and overseas. To reduce the 
risk of digital (forensic) evidence being called into question in 
judicial proceedings, it is important to have a rigorous 
methodology and set of procedures for conducting forensic 
investigations and examinations. 
 
Contact person and details: Dr Ben Martini 
E ; T 8302 5688; URL Ben.Martini@unisa.edu.au

 http://people.unisa.edu.au/Ben.Martini

Fundamental Limits of LPD 
Communication 

 

Project Summary: Toward this end, this research project aims to: 
Formulate a generic information theoretic framework applicable to 
any channel, e.g. AWGN, binary symmetric, binary erasure, multi-
carrier, multi-antenna channels; and Understand the trade-offs 
between key design parameters, e.g. signal-to-noise ratio, local 
interference, probability of transmission (burst signalling), 
decoding error probability and detection probability. 
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Contact person and details: Dr Nick Letzepis 
E  ; URL Nick.Letzepis@unisa.edu.au

 http://people.unisa.edu.au/Nick.Letzepis

Gaze Interaction for Remote 
Collaboration 

 

Project Summary: In this project we want to explore the effect of 
adding gaze tracking to wearable systems for remote 
collaboration.   
 
Contact person and details: Professor Mark Billinghurst 
E  ; T 8302 3747; URL Mark.Billinghurst@unisa.edu.au

  http://people.unisa.edu.au/Mark.Billinghurst

High speed satellite downlinks 

 

Project Summary: In this project we will design a next-generation 
transmission scheme for future Ka- Band gigabit satellite 
downlinks, including novel approaches for dealing with channel 
effects such as group delay, ripple and non-linear satellite power 
amplifiers. 
 
Contact person and details: Associate Professor Gottfried 
Lechner 
E  ; T 8302 5189; URL Gottfried.Lechner@unisa.edu.au

 http://people.unisa.edu.au/Gottfried.Lechner

Hybrid Approaches to Natural 
Language Understanding: 
Integrating (Deep) Machine 
Learning with Knowledge 

 

Project Summary: This project aims to develop a hybrid 
approach to Natural Language Understanding that integrates 
Machine Learning and Deep Learning with Knowledge-based 
approaches.  
 
Contact person and details: Professor Markus Stumptner 
E  ; T 8302 3965; URL Markus.Stumptner@unisa.edu.au

 http://people.unisa.edu.au/Markus.Stumptner

Identifying cancer subtypes 
from multi-levelled biological 
data with computational 
methods 

 

Project Summary: This project will study the computational 
methods for identifying cancer subtypes using multi types of 
biological data. Background in Biology is an advantage but not a 
compulsory requirement. 
 
Contact person and details: Dr Thuc Le 
E ; T 8302 3996; URL Thuc.Le@unisa.edu.au

 http://people.unisa.edu.au/Thuc.Le

Image Analysis Project Summary: Projects are available in: 3D reconstruction 
and analysis of complex plants ; 3D shape statistics ; Accurate 
modelling of plant biomass ; Development of ontologies for plant 
phenotyping ; Mathematical and computational modelling for the 
phenotypic analysis of cereal plants ; Root image processing ; The 
identification of plant growth stages from sequences of 2D 
images; and Volume estimation of convex 3D objects from three 
2D projective images. 
 
Contact person and details: Professor Stan Miklavcic 
E  ; T 8302 3788; URL Stan.Miklavcic@unisa.edu.au

 http://people.unisa.edu.au/Stan.Miklavcic

Immigrant youth and children 

 

Project Summary: The knowledge gained from this study will 
recommend strategies that librarians can use to help public 
libraries design better services for immigrant populations by 
focusing on what works best for their youth and children.  
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Contact person and details: Dr Tina Du 
E ; T 8302 3381; URL Tina.Du@unisa.edu.au

 http://people.unisa.edu.au/Tina.Du

Implied Comparative Advantage 
of Australian Economic 
Complexity 

 

Project Summary: This project investigates economics 
complexity at sub-country level in Australia (with potential 
extensions to global economies) based on export data within the 
country or to overseas, and developing new models for time series 
predictions of implied comparative advantage.  
 
Contact person and details: Dr Ivan Lee 
E ; T 8302 3051; URL Ivan.Lee@unisa.edu.au

 http://people.unisa.edu.au/Ivan.Lee

Information Management and 
Governance 

 

Project Summary: Information management has become a 
critical factor to the success of contemporary organisations. 
Information is intricate and its management may be elusive, as the 
quality aspects of information are often ignored. Especially with 
the rapid evolving Big Data analytics capabilities, management of 
information has become a business philosophy, aligning policy, 
strategy, culture, information and technology to facilitate the ways 
information can benefit businesses. Thus, information 
management is not just a management activity, but also a 
strategic one delivering a business innovations and competitive 
advantage 
 
Contact person and details: Dr Jing Gao 
E  ; T 8302 3082; URL Jing.Gao@unisa.edu.au

 http://people.unisa.edu.au/Jing.Gao

Information theoretic security 
and privacy 

 

Project Summary: This project explores other fundamental 
questions in this new direction. The results can be applied to 
security problems and also the protection of privacy when we use 
the Internet. 
 
Contact person and details: Dr Siu Wai Ho 
E  ; T 8302 3606; URL SiuWai.Ho@unisa.edu.au

 http://people.unisa.edu.au/SiuWai.Ho

Information theoretic security 
for networks 

 

Project Summary: It is of critical importance that data must be 
stored and transmitted robustly and securely in the networks, 
against any eavesdropping or tampering by malicious adversaries. 
Network coding opens the door to many interesting possibilities for 
information security. The use of multiple transmission paths may 
increase robustness to denial of service or jamming attacks. It can 
also provide security against eavesdroppers. This project explores 
some of the security implications and advantages of network 
coding. 
 
Contact person and details: Associate Professor Terence Chan 
E  ; T 8302 3875; URL Terence.Chan@unisa.edu.au

 http://people.unisa.edu.au/Terence.Chan

Integrated Policing: Generating 
queries for identity resolution  

 

Project Summary: This project aims to develop methods and 
algorithms to generate best queries to access the restricted 
database for identity resolution purpose. The query generation 
would be on the basis of an existing index over similar entities, 
e.g., the similar names. 
 
Contact person and details: Dr Jixue Liu 
E ; T 8302 3054; URL Jixue.Liu@unisa.edu.au

  http://people.unisa.edu.au/Jixue.Liu
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Integrated Policing: Model 
relationships from text data for 
identity resolution 

 

Project Summary: This project aims to model the entities and the 
relationships extracted in text data, and develop ways to compare 
the modelled entities and relationships with records in relational 
databases. The model is expected to be a graph model. The 
comparison will need an effective method and an efficient 
algorithm. 
 
Contact person and details: Dr Jixue Liu 
E ; T 8302 3054; URL Jixue.Liu@unisa.edu.au

 http://people.unisa.edu.au/Jixue.Liu

Integrated Prediction with 
Multiple Data Sources and 
Credibility Assessment 

 

Project Summary: The research topic will focus on the problems 
of fusing evidence from multiple data sources and models, and 
the credibility of data sources and users.   
 
Contact person and details: Dr Lin Liu 
E ; T8302 3311 ; URL Lin.Liu@unisa.edu.au

 http://people.unisa.edu.au/Lin.Liu

Integration and visualisation of 
multiple civil unrest prediction 
models 

 

Project Summary: The objective of this project is to integrate 
multiple existing civil unrest prediction models into one system, 
and make sure all the components work properly together to 
provide a comprehensive and user-friendly result through user 
interface and visualisation.  
 
Contact person and details: Professor Jiuyong Li 
E  ; T 8302 3898; URL Jiuyong.Li@unisa.edu.au

 http://people.unisa.edu.au/Jiuyong.Li

Internet of Things Security and 
Privacy 

 

Project Summary: Students will be part of an international 
collaboration working on different aspects of Internet of Things 
(IOT) security and privacy depending on their background and 
skillset. 
 
Contact person and details: Dr Ben Martini 
E ; T 8302 5688; URL Ben.Martini@unisa.edu.au

 http://people.unisa.edu.au/Ben.Martini

Interpretable classification and 
prediction of civil unrest events 

 

Project Summary: The goal of the project is to build interpretable 
prediction models with patterns, which are easy for human 
reasoning and understanding.  The patterns or high-order features 
that are highly correlated to the target civil unrest events will be 
used as the input of the building of the models.   
 
Contact person and details: Professor Jiuyong Li 
E  ; T 8302 3898; URL Jiuyong.Li@unisa.edu.au

 http://people.unisa.edu.au/Jiuyong.Li

Investigating genetic causes of 
cancer through complex gene 
regulatory networks 

 

Project Summary: This project will study the computational 
methods for identifying the genetic causes of cancer through gene 
regulatory networks containing multiple gene regulators. This 
project aims to develop methods to construct gene regulatory 
networks that contain multiple types of gene regulators and 
methods to isolate sub-networks that are altered between normal 
and cancer patients. Background in Biology is an advantage but 
not a compulsory requirement. 
 
Contact person and details: Dr Thuc Le 
E ; T 8302 3996; URL Thuc.Le@unisa.edu.au

 http://people.unisa.edu.au/Thuc.Le
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Knowledge management in 
genomics 

 

Project Summary: Genomics (and indeed other “omix”es) are 
generating big amounts of data. These can be classified into 
essentially 3 categories: Research data; Clinical data; and 
Reference data. At this stage, lots of effort is to build large and 
high quality databases capturing reference data on gene variants, 
as this is a condition sine qua non for clinical evaluation of 
medical genetic testing results. There are several significant 
problems with such databases. 
 
Contact person and details: Dr Jan Stanek 
E  ; T 8302 3460; URL Jan.Stanek@unisa.edu.au

 http://people.unisa.edu.au/Jan.Stanek

Mathematical Modelling Project Summary: Projects are available in: Electrokinetic effects 
in interfacial air bubble dynamics ; Electrokinetics of concentrated 
colloidal dispersions ; Mathematical modelling of plant response to 
abiotic stress - Salt stress ; Mathematical modelling of 
concentrated non-aqueous colloidal dispersions ; and Modelling of 
flow and interaction dynamics in multi-phase dispersions.  
 
Contact person and details: Professor Stan Miklavcic 
E  ; T 8302 3788; URL Stan.Miklavcic@unisa.edu.au

 http://people.unisa.edu.au/Stan.Miklavcic

MIMO and modulations in visible 
light communications 

 

Project Summary: This project will investigate novel approaches 
to deal with new challenges in VLC, including coding techniques 
for intensity constraints in VLC systems, single carrier and multi-
carrier modulations, etc. In particular, a Multiple-Input Multiple-
Output (MIMO) system will be developed by using multiple PDs 
and LEDs. 
 
Contact person and details: Dr Siu Wai Ho 
E  ; T 8302 3606; URL SiuWai.Ho@unisa.edu.au

 http://people.unisa.edu.au/SiuWai.Ho

Mobile app vulnerability 
detection and exploitation 

Project Summary: Undertake cutting edge research to detect 
and/or exploit previously unknown vulnerabilities in mobile apps, 
OS and device. 
 
Contact person and details: Dr Ben Martini 
E ; T 8302 5688; URL Ben.Martini@unisa.edu.au

 http://people.unisa.edu.au/Ben.Martini

Multimedia Systems (2D and 3D 
video coding and video 
streaming, robotics vision, 
cloud-based video services, 
panoramic video analysis, video 
surveillance and monitoring, 
multimedia data mining, 
multimedia sensor networks, 
medical imaging) 

Project Summary: Multimedia systems use a combination of 
content forms to facilitate media rich applications such as video 
conferencing or robotics vision. The multimedia projects we offer 
include either software or hardware design, developing 
applications for mobile devices (smart phone, tablets), desktop 
computers, robots, embedded systems, or high-performance 
computers (such as clusters or cloud computers.)  
 
Contact person and details: Dr Ivan Lee 
E ; T 8302 3051; URL Ivan.Lee@unisa.edu.au

 http://people.unisa.edu.au/Ivan.Lee

Natural Language 
Understanding for Automated 
Understanding of Software 

Project Summary: Automated construction of software is a long-
held dream of Computer Scientists and Software Engineers.  With 
the advent of ‘Model driven engineering’, it has moved closer to 
reality as systems need no longer be developed in low level code 
but can be specified in terms of diagrams of behaviour specified in 
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Requirements 

 

languages such as UML.  This project will build on earlier work to 
create a system that can understand natural language text 
describing a particular application domain and converts it into 
diagrams that can be executed. 
 
Contact person and details: Professor Markus Stumptner 
E  ; T 8302 3965; URL Markus.Stumptner@unisa.edu.au

 http://people.unisa.edu.au/Markus.Stumptner

Network coding for multimedia 
multicast 

 

Project Summary: The main purpose is to devise schemes for 
efficiently transporting multimedia data from a single source to 
many users with different fidelity requirements. 
 
Contact person and details: Associate Professor Terence Chan 
E Terence.Chan@unisa.edu.au ; T 8302 3875; URL 

 http://people.unisa.edu.au/Terence.Chan

Online multitasking (Mobile 
multitasking) 

 

Project Summary: This project investigates how Web users 
manage multiple tasks/topics concurrently and how to present 
them running in parallel in a browser in such a way as to make 
sense to users. Online multitasking on the mobile platform could 
be an interesting focus. 
 
Contact person and details: Dr Tina Du 
E ; T 8302 3381; URL Tina.Du@unisa.edu.au

 http://people.unisa.edu.au/Tina.Du

Ontology-based Information 
Ecosystems 

 

Project Summary: Flexible data integration has been an 
important IT research goal for decades. Work in this area will 
focus on combining separate but currently unrelated efforts for a 
coordinated approach to engineering interoperability. 
 
Contact person and details: Professor Markus Stumptner 
E  ; T 8302 3965; URL Markus.Stumptner@unisa.edu.au

 http://people.unisa.edu.au/Markus.Stumptner

Partial rate region 
characterisations: new frontiers 
of information theory 

 

Project Summary: Rate regions define the fundamental limits of 
applications in different areas, including data networks, wireless 
communications, and security systems. However, techniques of 
information theory are unable to completely characterise these 
regions for every application. Our aim is to develop methods for 
analysing rate regions that do not rely on complete 
characterisations. These methods will revolutionise our 
understanding of rate regions by bypassing the difficulties of 
existing techniques. Outcomes will provide practically relevant 
properties of rate regions that will enable novel applications in 
communications systems. 
 
Contact person and details: Dr Siu Wai Ho 
E  ; T 8302 3606; URL SiuWai.Ho@unisa.edu.au

 http://people.unisa.edu.au/SiuWai.Ho

Patient journey/clinical events 
analysis 

 

Project Summary: Analysis of event sequences along the path of 
diagnosing and treating a patient can establish an important basis 
for performance (in terms of quality of care, safety of care and 
cost of care) management in health care. The research required in 
this area spans from data mining (path-mining, workflow mining), 
through to models of the patient journey and assessing the 
clinical/fiscal outcomes across such models.  
 
Contact person and details: Dr Jan Stanek 
E  ; T 8302 3460; URL Jan.Stanek@unisa.edu.au
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Plant Genomics Project Summary: Projects are available in Plant genomics 
research project. 
 
Contact person and details: Professor Stan Miklavcic 
E  ; T 8302 3788; URL Stan.Miklavcic@unisa.edu.au

  http://people.unisa.edu.au/Stan.Miklavcic

Positioning by visible light 
communications 

 

Project Summary: This project will investigate an indoor 
positioning system which is cost-effective and provides accuracy 
levels within 0.2 meters by using Visible Light Communications 
(VLC), which is an emerging and promising research area. The 
aim of this project is to develop algorithm and system designs for 
such a high precision requirement. 
 
Contact person and details: Dr Siu Wai Ho 
E  ; T 8302 3606; URL SiuWai.Ho@unisa.edu.au

 http://people.unisa.edu.au/SiuWai.Ho

Precursor Pattern Analysis and 
Interpretable Classification 

 

Project Summary: The aim is to develop new pattern discovery 
methods on large-scale unstructured online data to derive useful 
relationships among instances of variables, especially targeted at 
those messages prior to the civil unrest events so that 
interpretable prediction models with causal relationships can be 
learned.  
 
Contact person and details: Dr Lin Liu 
E ; T8302 3311 ; URL Lin.Liu@unisa.edu.au

 http://people.unisa.edu.au/Lin.Liu

Prediction of civil unrest events 
with news and other data 
sources 

 

Project Summary: Tweets has played important role in the 
prediction of civil unrest events, such as protests, and may 
provide insights into the root causes of the events.  However, 
online news feeds, blogs and other sources e.g. economic time 
series and GDELT data, are also useful in the forecasting of these 
events. The informative patterns discovered from the news 
sources, e.g. interactive patterns and precursor patterns can be 
utilised in enhancement of existing predictive models that majorly 
rely on twitter data. 
 
Contact person and details: Professor Jiuyong Li 
E  ; T 8302 3898; URL Jiuyong.Li@unisa.edu.au

 http://people.unisa.edu.au/Jiuyong.Li

Processes and workflows in 
clinical genomics 

 

Project Summary: The proposed research is to explore the 
application of process mining (to learn what processes are 
currently used) and dynamic process modelling and integration (at 
semantic level – this includes integration of ontologies as well) to 
design a federated, hierarchical model describing activities from 
test ordering through genetic counselling, laboratory analysis, 
result generation, validation and interpretation, back to clinical 
interpretation and use.  
 
Contact person and details: Dr Jan Stanek 
E  ; T 8302 3460; URL Jan.Stanek@unisa.edu.au

 http://people.unisa.edu.au/Jan.Stanek

Refinement of fundamental tools 
in information theory 

Project Summary: In information theory, many famous tools or 
results cannot be applied to countably infinite alphabets. It is 
important to consider countably infinite alphabets because this is 
the general case and this usually gives tighter bounds, faster 
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 convergent rates, etc. Recently, we have generalized the 
aforementioned tools to countably infinite alphabets due to the 
observation that entropy is indeed a discontinuous function. This 
project aims to generalize more fundamental results in information 
theory. Students with good mathematical and analytical skills are 
preferred. 
 
Contact person and details: Dr Siu Wai Ho 
E  ; T 8302 3606; URL SiuWai.Ho@unisa.edu.au

 http://people.unisa.edu.au/SiuWai.Ho

Second Generation Search and 
Rescue  

 

Project Summary:  Projects in this area aim to provide novel 
techniques leading to faster, more reliable, more accurate, and 
more cost-effective search and rescue operations using 
techniques like multi-user detection, beamforming and advanced 
signal processing algorithms. 
 
Contact person and details: Associate Professor Gottfried 
Lechner 
E  ; T 8302 5189; URL Gottfried.Lechner@unisa.edu.au

 http://people.unisa.edu.au/Gottfried.Lechner

Semantic Interoperability for Big 
Data  

 

Project Summary: This project will examine the use of semantics 
(i.e., background knowledge about the data) for the effective 
combination of different data sources that is a prerequisite for data 
mining. 
 
Contact person and details: Professor Markus Stumptner 
E  ; T 8302 3965; URL Markus.Stumptner@unisa.edu.au

  http://people.unisa.edu.au/Markus.Stumptner

Signal processing and analysis 
for medical imaging 

 

Project Summary: This project will investigate sparse signal 
reconstruction for computed tomography and particle image 
velocimetry analysis, on synchrotron phase contract x-ray images, 
to overcome challenges on detecting and tracking overlapping 
particles for the assessment of cystic fibrosis airway therapies. 
This project can also apply similar algorithm for different medical 
imaging techniques, such as MRI, ultrasound, and confocal 
microscopic images. 
 
Contact person and details: Dr Ivan Lee 
E ; T 8302 3051; URL Ivan.Lee@unisa.edu.au

 http://people.unisa.edu.au/Ivan.Lee

Virtual Reality Brain Training 
Tools  

 

Project Summary: This project will investigate how a set of virtual 
reality brain training tools can be developed to further understand 
aspects of psychology, pain and cognition with the aim of 
developing therapy applications. 
 
Contact person and details: Dr Ross Smith 
E  ; T 8302 5551; URL ross.t.smith@unisa.edu.au

  http://people.unisa.edu.au/ross.t.smith

 

Materials Science 

Development of nanostructured 
core-shell particles for 
separation science 

Project Summary:  Metal-organic frameworks (MOFs) are highly 
ordered crystalline materials that are formed by linking metal-
containing units with organic linkers through the use of 
coordination bonds. Since their invention, these materials have 
received considerable attention due to the flexibility with which 
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they can be prepared, their tunable porosity as well as the 
possibility for chemical functionalisation. Owing to these 
properties, MOFs have recently received considerable attention in 
the field of separation science as stationary phases for liquid 
chromatography.  
 
This project will focus on the design of hybrid core-shell particles 
which will have a structure consisting of monodisperse polymeric 
spheres surrounded by a nanoporous film of MOFs. In comparison 
to currently available core-shell particles, the chemical modification 
of the porous shell will allow the design of monodisperse particles 
with diverse surface chemistry. The composite materials will be 
tested as new adsorbents in LC and solid-phase extraction. 
 
Contact person and details: Dr Dario Arrua,  
Dario.Arrua@unisa.edu.au; Tel: +61 8 8302 5044 

Macroporous polymer 
monoliths for the separation of 
biomolecules 

Project Summary: Monolithic polymers have become increasingly 
popular as a new generation of stationary phase to be used for the 
separation of large biomolecules. Their best-known advantage is a 
rigid structure with high permeability due to the presence of large 
through pores, which permit the use of high liquid flow rates at low 
backpressures. Even though this column technology has 
recognised advantages over particulate counterparts, it is well 
established that one of the limiting factors in preparing 
reproducible polymer monoliths with good chromatographic 
performance is the degree of bed heterogeneity. Therefore, 
alternative polymerization methods are needed to improve the 
structural homogeneity of polymer monoliths 
 
This study will explore the preparation of polymer monoliths by 
reversible addition-fragmentation chain transfer (RAFT) 
polymerisation aiming to obtain materials with well-defined 
macroporous structure. The materials will be used for the 
separation of biomolecules by capillary liquid chromatography. 
 
Contact person and details: Dr Dario Arrua 
Dario.Arrua@unisa.edu.au; Tel: +61 8 8302 5044 
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